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Power and productivity for a better world

The ABB Group is one of the world’s largest engineering companies and a global 

leader in power and automation technology. The world’s largest builder of electricity 

grids, ABB employs 150,000 people in more than 100 countries. The company 

generates annual sales revenue upwards of 42 billion USD. ABB provides secure 

and e�  cient power supply solutions to merchandising fi rms and public service 

corporations.

Identifying savings in group-wide procurement

ABB wanted to optimize group-wide procurement. It needed to respond with greater 

fl exibility to increasingly volatile markets and fl uctuating customer needs.

ABB resolved to implement a group-wide Business Intelligence and Performance 

Management solution to streamline procurement, optimize expenditure and 

monitor developing markets. The scope was broad – ABB needed to support the 

multicurrency planning process of more than 1,000 organizational units and 400 

material master categories from top-down and bottom-up, across multiple hierarchy 

levels. A transparent, centralised model was crucial in empowering people to create 

purchasing forecasts and track KPIs. 

Planning needs included planning procurement KPIs and managing alternative 

material imports and primary commodities from emerging countries. Users 

needed to plan fl exibly using absolute amounts, percentage values or by 

applying trends that extrapolated history and automatically generated rolling 

forecasts. They needed to be able to easily plan at any level in their business 

and material hierarchies. Critically, each department, in each country, needed to 

securely run many planning scenarios in parallel independently. 

Robust enterprise security was critical. With hundreds of users in divergent roles 

from over 80 countries, the solution had to manage complex multidimensional user 

and permission management. Finally, to ensure transparency and to track of global 

purchase planning, ABB required comprehensive workfl ows.
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Rapid roll-out to 80 countries

ABB commenced with a robust 30 day Jedox evaluation. During this test stage, ABB 

managers, technology experts, and business users gained hands-on experience with 

Jedox functionality. The power of the in-memory database and ease of enterprise 

scalability was especially compelling for ABB. Other factors for ABB were Jedox’s 

powerful zero-footprint web functionality, which meant they could roll out the entire 

solution without local user installs; and robust security model, which meant they could 

provide secure global access to confi dential data. 

Through a series of workshops, the Jedox team collected and consolidated all ABB’s 

short-term and long-term Performance Management goals. The overarching scope 

was then demarcated into clear phases. Every phase would deliver its own tangible 

value and could build upon previous phases. A phase began with a detail design 

workshop with specifi c stakeholders, followed by rapid iterative prototyping with 

constant feedback from key business users. As a phase completed, it rolled out, 

while as next phase ramped up. It was a highly e� ective strategy. The agile approach 

with a short time-to-value for each phase made the project a catalyst for change in 

the organization. 

Purchase controlling and planning: web-based, scalable 
and cloud-ready

ABB purchasing now use Jedox to comprehensively plan and create top-down and 

bottom-up planning scenarios from real-time data. Jedox provides business users 

a broad suite of powerful and easy to use planning functions including copying, 

allocating, and top down splashing values to maximize their e�  ciency in forecasting 

and budgeting. The solution easily adjusts to individuals, allowing access to 

personalized reporting and KPI dashboards. 

Jedox accelerates and streamlines ABB group-wide planning by maximizing local 

user e� ectiveness combined with centralized management workfl ow controls and 

visibility over the entire process. As users update forecasts, they can instantly analyse 

changes compared to prior scenarios and actuals. By unifying planning, KPI reporting, 

and monitoring in an all-in-one solution, users across the global have a single trusted 

source to manage and track performance. 

A fl exible solution that endures

Jedox enables ABB strong controls over international purchasing, driving cost-

savings and global procurement e�  ciency initiatives. Because all actual and plan 

numbers and comments are captured in real-time inside Jedox’s high performance 

analytical engine, hundreds of users worldwide are empowered to collaborate in a 

coordinated and resource-light manner. 

The phased agile implementation across the 80 countries meant ABB delivered 

business benefi ts rapidly while managing project complexity. Jedox’s high speed, 

scalability, and fl exibility, ensure a solution that endures. 
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Challenges
 ⊲ Coordination and consolidation of 

worldwide procurement 

 ⊲ Top-down and bottom-up planning

 ⊲ Managing hundreds diverse of 

users, with di� erent needs and 

custom access permissions and 

profi les over di� erent hierarchy 

levels

 ⊲ 80-country rollout

Solution
 ⊲ Unifi ed web-based self-service 

planning, reporting, dashboards 

and analytics solution 

 ⊲ Easily scales over users, data 

volumes, and planning complexity 

 ⊲ Transparent workfl ows and version 

control 

 ⊲ Flexible heuristics for central and 

local users for specifi c purchase-

planning approaches

 ⊲ Phased agile implementation that 

delivered high value in short time

Why Jedox?
 ⊲ Consistency through standardized 

planning methodologies

 ⊲ Greater accuracy through high 

number of parallel planning 

scenarios

 ⊲ Cost and time savings by 

removing manual plan preparation, 

distribution, and collection 

 ⊲ Rapid insight from real-

time calculation and global 

consolidation of planning 

 ⊲ Central coordination and 

visibility with local fl exibility and 

responsiveness


